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Dear Readers,

More than ever, Global Research needs your support. Our task as an independent media is
to “Battle the Lie”.

“Lying” in mainstream journalism has become the “new normal”: mainstream journalists are
pressured to comply. Some journalists refuse.

Lies, distortions and omissions are part of a multibillion dollar propaganda operation which
sustains the “war narrative”.

While “Truth” is a powerful instrument, “the
Lie” is generously funded by the lobby groups and corporate charities. And that is why we
need the support of our readers.

Consider Making a Donation to Global Research

When the Lie becomes the Truth, there is no turning backwards. 

Support Global Research.

*     *     *

Western Governments Complicit in Crimes against Humanity. “Israel has the Right to Defend
itself” Says Trump

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, May 16, 2018

Not a single Western country has sofar ordered the expulsion of Israeli diplomats in protest
over the mass killings of Palestinian civilians by IDF snipers, including children. A crime
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against humanity under international law is casually dismissed. “Israel has the right to
defend itself”, says  US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo.

West’s Failure to Act Will be Cause of the Next Gaza Massacre

By Jonathan Cook, May 16, 2018

Faced with protests at the perimeter fence in Gaza, Israeli snipers killed dozens of unarmed
Palestinians and wounded more than 2,000 others, including children, women, journalists
and paramedics, in a hail of live fire. Amnesty, the international human rights organisation,
rightly called it a “horror show”.

Kim Jong Un’s Move from Nuclearization to Denuclearization? Changes and Continuities in
North Korea and the Future of Northeast Asia

By Prof. Jae-Jung Suh, May 16, 2018

Kim Jong Un’s recent moves appear to many a complete reversal  of  his  earlier  policy
of Byongjin  under which his regime went full  steam ahead towards developing nuclear
weapons  and ICBMs.  In  2017 alone,  Pyongyang conducted ICBM tests  and an alleged
“hydrogen bomb” test,  declared the completion of  a strategic nuclear force,  and even
threatened to annihilate the United States.

Trump Israel Collusion on Syria

By Renee Parsons, May 16, 2018

Considering  the  sequence  of  recent  events  in  the  Middle  East,  it  is  obvious  that  the
circumstances regarding the US withdrawal from the nuclear accord with Iran were carefully
thought out in advance, as a pre-arranged strategy to pave the way for escalating Israel’s
conflict with Iran and the war in Syria.

Why is Venezuela’s Buying Foreign Oil for Latin American Allies?

By Andrew Korybko, May 16, 2018

All  blame  aside,  however,  the  narrative  that  Venezuela  is  subsidizing  its  institutional
partners at the expense of its own citizens is only partially true since there’s of course a
literal “zero-sum” cost involved in these sorts of transactions, but that storyline misses the
larger strategic point of why the Bolivarian Republic is even doing this in the first place.
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Black Alliance for Peace Condemns Slaughter of Palestinians in Gaza

By Black Alliance for Peace, May 16, 2018

While a delegation from the Trump administration and leaders from various parts of the
world gathered in Jerusalem to witness the illegal and immoral move of the United States
embassy from Tel Aviv to the beleaguered and contested city, Israeli soldiers slaughtered
unarmed Palestinians in Gaza.  The latest  count reports more than 50 dead and 2,700
wounded.

Victory Day! Russians Remembered Their 26 Million Dead, Unaware of Contribution of US
Capitalism to Nazi Germany’s War Economy

By Jay Janson, May 15, 2018

This past weekend saw Russians parading in celebration of the anniversary of their costly
victory over Nazi Germany. Millions marched throughout Russia, holding photographs of
their fallen family members in bittersweet remembrance. To this archival research peoples
historian’s knowledge there was no public reminder that Hitler’s armed forces were built up
by the West in open violation of the Versailles Treaty’s prohibitions in expectation of Hitler
fulfilling his threats to invade the Soviet Union.
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